
How to start a new repair (full guide) 

In this guide, you will learn how to start a new repair. 

To start a new repair, go to the Customers & Vehicles section and click on the Add / Find 

Customer & Vehicle button. 

 
 



If the client already exists in the database, enter his/her phone number (1) or VIN code (2) and press the 

search button (3,4). 

 

Then select a vehicle and click New Repair. 



If this is a new customer, enter customer’s phone number, e-mail, first and last name then click Create. 

 



Next, add the vehicle information. Begin with typing in the manufacturer and choose one from a drop-

down menu, then pick model, year and trim. 

For the vehicle info to be properly displayed, please choose from the drop-down menu first, if possible (1). 

If not, add the details manually. 

 

You also have to specify the odometer value as it is present on 10 miles by default (2). Add optional 

information if necessary (VIN, License) (3). When done click Update or Save and data will be added to the 

client's profile (4), finally allowing you to start a new repair. 

 



Once you have created a repair order it is set to Initial status (1), which means it can be used as a quote 

and sent (2) or printed (3) for the customer. 

 



You can check if you have done any similar estimations before by applying filters to your existing list 

of repairs. Filtering repairs by vehicle’s make, model and year will show all the records on the specific 

vehicle (1) and filtering by status will show repairs in different progress stages (2). 

There are 6 more filters available for the Vehicles in Shop page (3), you’re welcome to check them 

out. 

 



If you wish to proceed with repair order – complete a vehicle’s diagnostic by selecting the 

appropriate type of diagnostics from the list you have created earlier (1) (2). 

 
 



In case you did not create any type of diagnostics yet, you have to either type its name, price and hours 

(1,2,3) or create a template and add it to the repair. Learn how to do it in AutoRepair Cloud - Inspection 

templates guide. 

 



To proceed, add required labors and parts. If you haven’t added any auto parts to your inventory, learn 

how to do it in AutoRepair Cloud – Auto parts guide. 

 

Do not worry about placing your labors and parts in the right order - you can drag and drop any item on 

the list at any time. 

 



We have also simplified the process of adding discounts to your labors or parts - just pick the category 

(1) and the system will automatically fill the description of the last item you’ve added (2). 

 

If you have not set your Labor Rates yet, go to Configuration than Invoice settings section. 



AutoRepair Cloud provides more than 400 auto repair operations for different vehicle types and mileage. 

Maintenance recommendations for some of the cars can be viewed by selecting Labor (1) in the Type 

menu field and clicking on the button with a wrench (2), more about this you can find in Labor Estimate 

guide. If this option is not available, enter the items manually. 

 
 



Change the repair’s status to Checked. 

Next, the customer has to approve the repair order items you suggest. 

The customer can remove the items from a repair order at customer portal autorepaircloud.net, 

through the customer mobile application or by directly contacting the mechanic. 

 



If you do not have the spare parts you need, you can order them from the same page by clicking on the 

shopping cart button (1). Learn more about ordering auto parts from Auto parts guide. 

You can also use a repair template and all the labors, part and discounts will be added to your repair 

order (2). More about repair templates in Repair templates guide. 

 



If the customer has approved all the necessary items, you can change the status of repair to progress 

in order to begin working (1). 

If while working on the vehicle you will find any more breakdowns, you can identify them by taking 

pictures, adding your comments and sending as a recommendation to the customer. Click on the green 

plus button to proceed with recommendations (2). 

You can notify your customer using the chat when the repair process is finished or you have 

questions to ask (3). 

If a client has AutoRepair Cloud mobile application installed, he or she will get a notification or will be 

notified on a personal page at the customer portal. In case both options are not available, you can send an 

email for approval (4). 

 
 
 

When all the items are approved and repair is finished, change its status to Finished so that the customer 

can pay for the repair and pick up the car. 

Note that your clients can create a repair request using application made for customers, or by logging in 

the customer portal. In this case, the request will appear in notes from owner field in the left bottom 

part of the page. 


